"This is the tragedy of our age; public opwlOn
demands economic legislation that is destroying
employment opportunities, consuming productive
capital, stifling creative effort, and eroding the
value of our savings through inflation. The weakest members of society are rendered unemployable
through minimum wage legislation and other
social regulation that price untrained and unskilled labor right out of the market. Thus
rendered unemployable, numerous welfare programs must support an ever growing number of
AmericallS on relief. Social and economic problems breed and compound racial problems that
are tearing at the roots of American society. ...

"The moral destruction of millions of good
Americans far surpasses in tragic significance the
economic loss. Youth is walking the streets in
idleness, uselessness, and revolt. Their despair and
agony are fertile breeding grounds for the political
and economic radicalism that characterizes our
age....
"The United States is the last bastion of Western freedom and civilization. It it fails under the
onslaught of international communism or internal
statism, civilization must perish."
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